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A( VOCABULARY (14 Marks) 

a) Choose the best answer from a, b, c and d : ( 4 x 2 = 8 Marks ) 

 

1. My friend had an accident and the doctor…………….. his leg and put plaster on it. 

    a. missed  b. remembered  c. fed   d. x-rayed  

2. They will show a new…………………of Sponge Bob on TV tonight. 

     a. price  b. daughter   c. episode  d. iceberg  

3. All snakes are dangerous. Most of them are very………………….. 

     a. poisonous  b. dirty    c. exhausted  d. worried  

4. Car drivers shouldn’t drive……..………..on busy roads near schools. 

     a. slowly  b. hastily   c. suddenly  d. finally 

 

b) Fill in the spaces with the correct words from the list: ( 4 x 1.5 = 6 Marks ) 

 

 [   waste       -      rich       -       melts    -    expensive       -       rough    ] 

 

5. My mother bakes cakes beautifully, it melts in your mouth.  

 

6. I can’t go swimming or diving today because the sea is rough. 

 

7. We should use water wisely. We shouldn’t waste it. 

 

8. Most gulf countries are rich in oil and gas. 
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B) READING COMPREHENSION ( 16 Marks ) 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

    Millions of years ago, the world was very warm. Rain fell on the land all the time. In that 

warm world lived strange animals called dinosaurs. They were the biggest animals that ever 

lived on Earth. In those days there were no people. So, no man has ever seen them. Scientists 

have found their bones under the ground. They said that some dinosaurs lived near water 

and some were on dry land. They found out that some of them ate only plants, just as horses 

and cows, others ate animals as lions and tigers. Some dinosaurs were bigger than any 

animal we have ever seen. 

    The most dangerous dinosaur was called Tyrannosaurus. It ate animals and was very big 

and tall. It was as tall as a big building, and could look over a top of a tall tree. Its teeth were 

as long as a man’s hand. After millions of years, something strange happened. They 

suddenly began to vanish and pass away. 

a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: ( 6 X 2 = 12 Marks ) 

9. What is the main idea of the 2nd paragraph? 

      a. the life of dinosaurs    b. the bones under the ground 

      c. tall and big buildings    d. the most dangerous dinosaur 

10. The underlined word “vanish” in the 2nd paragraph means: 

      a. die out               b. live  

      c. move                              d. fly     

11. The underlined word “them” in the 1st paragraph refers to: 

    a. days                     b. people    

    c. animals       d. dinosaurs 

12. Tyrannosaurus is dangerous because it: 

       a. lived on dry land     b. lived near water 

       c. ate the animals     d. was very tall 

13. One of the following statements is NOT TRUE: 

       a. dinosaurs lived in warm world   b. dinosaurs were the biggest animals 

       c. all dinosaurs were dangerous   d. dinosaurs disappeared suddenly  
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14. The writer of the passage wants to: 

       a. tell us that dinosaurs lived millions of years ago 

       b. explain that the world was warm in the past 

      c. inform us that rain fell all the time  

      d. state that we knew about dinosaurs by scientists   

 

b) Answer the following questions: ( 2 x 2 = 4 Marks ) 

15. How did scientists know about dinosaurs? 

     Scientists have found their bones under the ground. 

16. What did dinosaurs eat? 

    Some of them ate only plants, just as horses and cows, others ate animals as    

lions and tigers. 

 

II. WRITING (30 MARKS) 

B) GRAMMAR (11 Marks) 

a) Choose the correct answer between brackets: ( 4 x 2 = 8 Marks ) 

 17. Last Friday, we (go – went – were going) to the zoo. While we (walk – were walking 

– walked) on the grass, we suddenly heard a scream. We saw a monkey (who – which – 

where) was hungry. We were very happy that we had some food (so – because – or) we gave 

the monkey some. 

b) Do as shown between brackets: ( 2 x 1.5 = 3 Marks ) 

18. If you study hard, you (get) top marks.                        (Correct the verb)  

    If you study hard, you will get top marks. 

19. Mona used to play basketball when she was young.     (Make negative)  

    Mona didn’t use to play basketball when she was young. 
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A) WRITING (15 Marks) 

“People go to the beach to relax and have fun.” 

 Plan and write one paragraph (not less than 8 sentences) about going to the beach. 

The following guide words might help you: 

(collect   -   shells   - boat - swimming - diving - playing - handball – happy) 

R
u

b
ri

cs
  Plan Ideas paragraphing 

and no. of 

sentences 

grammar Spelling Handwriting Punctuation Changing 

format 

Total 

1 8 2 1 1 1 1 -2 15 

         
 

Write your topic here (15 Marks) 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

C) SPELLING (4 Marks) 

Write the missing letters in the following words: ( 4 x 1 = 4 Marks ) 

19. My favourite TV programme is cortoans.     (cartoons) 

20. My sister bought a small trutle with a green shell.   (turtle) 

21. Do you perfer hot or cold weather, Salem?    (prefer) 

22. Cars that are made in Germany are expinseve.    (expensive) 


